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Contracting Opportunity

**This ad has not been published. It has been reviewed and pending publication.**

**Title:** Abutment Truss Link Rehabilitation and Steel Repairs  
**Agency:** Bridge Authority, NYS  
**Division:** Engineering  
**Contract Number:** BA-2018-RE-101-CM  
**Contract Term:** August 31, 2019  
**Date of Issue:** 07/23/2018  
**Due Date/Time:** 08/14/2018 2:00 PM  
**County(ies):** Columbia, Greene  
**Location:** Rip Van Winkle Bridge, Catskill, NY  
**Classification:** Construction Horizontal: Highways & Roadways; Maintenance, Repair & New Construction - Construction  
**Opportunity Type:** General  
**Entered By:** Teresa Ceragioli

**Description:** The New York State Bridge Authority is soliciting bids for the project entitled "Abutment Truss Link Rehabilitation and Steel Repairs" at the Rip Van Winkle Bridge. This bridge spans the Hudson River at Catskill, New York. Scope of work includes replacing the existing steel bearing links, pins and bushings at the west abutment with new steel links, pins and non-metallic bushings. The work includes temporary jacking and shoring, roadway and sidewalk expansion joint replacement and bottom chord structural steel repairs, as shown on the contract drawings.

Bid documents are only available electronically. All inquiries for digital plans and specifications shall be made by emailing Teresa Ceragioli, Assistant to the Chief Engineer, at tceragioli@nysba.ny.gov with your "Expression of Interest" to include your Company contact information and email. Prospective bidders will receive a return email response with a hyperlink to view/retrieve the bid package.

**Bid Deposit:** 25% bid bond or $75,000 certified or bank cashier's check is required to validate the proposer's bid.

The apparent low bidder shall present evidence of experience and financial stability. The bidder shall comply with the terms of the Notice to Bidders, including Equal Employment Opportunity, M/WBE and SDVOB goals.

**Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Set Aside:** No
Minority Owned Sub-Contracting Goal: 0%
Women Owned Sub-Contracting Goal: 0%
Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business Contracting Goal: 0%
Contact Information

Primary contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Engineering
Engineering/Maintenance
Teresa Ceragioli
Assistant to the Chief Engineer
P.O. Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-4077
Fax: 845-691-7914
tceragioli@nysba.ny.gov

Secondary contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Contract Administration
George Fong
Mgr. of Contract Maintenance
P.O. Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-4077 ext.322
gfong@nysba.net

Submit to contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Engineering
Jeffrey Wright
Chief Engineer
P.O. Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-4077
Fax: 845-691-7914
jwright@nysba.ny.gov